
564 SEIZURE AND DESTRUCTION OF GOODS BEARING COUNTERFEIT 
TRADEMARKS 

Any goods manufactured, sold, offered for sale, distributed or produced in violation of this 
chapter may be seized by any police officer, who must deliver the same to the judge before 
whom the person arrested is required to be taken. The judge must, upon arraignment of the 
defendant, determine whether the goods had been manufactured, sold, offered for sale, 
distributed or produced in violation of this section, and upon a finding that the goods had 
been manufactured, sold, offered for sale, distributed, or produced in violation of this 
section, shall cause such articles to be delivered to the Nation Prosecutor. Upon conviction 
of the defendant, the Nation Prosecutor must cause to be destroyed the articles in respect 
whereof the defendant stands convicted, and which remain in the possession and control of 
the Nation Prosecutor. Destruction shall not include auction, sale or distribution of the items 
in their original form. 

G. OFFENSES INVOLVING FRAUD 

565 FORGERY; DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
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"Written instrument" means any instrument or article, including computer data 
or a computer program, containing written or printed matter or the equivalent 
thereof, used for the purpose of reciting, embodying, conveying or recording 
information, or constituting a symbol or evidence of value, right, privilege or 
identification, which is capable of being used to the advantage or disadvantage 
of some person. 

"Complete written instrument" means one which purports to be a genuine 
written instrument fully drawn with respect to every essential feature thereof. 
An endorsement, attestation, acknowledgment or other similar signature or 
statement is deemed both a complete written instrument in itself and a part 
of the main instrument in which it is contained or to which it attaches. 

"Incomplete written instrument" means one which contains some matter by 
way of content or authentication but which requires additional matter in order 
to render it a complete written instrument. 

"Falsely make." A person "falsely makes" a written instrument when he makes 
or draws a complete written instrument in its entirety, or an incomplete 
written instrument, which purports to be an authentic creation of its ostensible 
maker or drawer, but which is not such either because the ostensible maker or 
drawer is fictitious or because, if real, he did not authorize the making or 
drawing thereof. 

"Falsely complete." A person "falsely completes" a written instrument when, 
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by adding, inserting or changing matter, he transforms an incomplete written 
instrument into a complete one, without the authority of anyone entitled to 
grant it, so that such complete instrument appears or purports to be in all 
respects an authentic creation of or fully authorized by its ostensible maker or 
drawer. 

6. "Falsely alter." A person "falsely alters" a written instrument when, without 
the authority of anyone entitled to grant it, he changes a written instrument, 
whether it be in complete or incomplete form, by means of erasure, 
obliteration, deletion, insertion of new matter, transposition of matter, or in 
any other manner, so that such instrument in its thus altered form appears or 
purports to be in all respects an authentic creation of or fully authorized by its 
ostensible maker or drawer. 

7. "Forged instrument" means a written instrument which has been falsely made, 
completed or altered. 

566 FORGERY IN THE THIRD DEGREE 

A Native American is guilty of forgery in the third degree when, with intent to defraud, 
deceive or injure another, he falsely makes, completes or alters a written instrument. 

Forgery in the third degree is a class A misdemeanor. 

567 FORGERY IN THE SECOND DEGREE 

A Native American is guilty of forgery in the second degree when, with intent to defraud, 
deceive or injure another, he falsely makes, completes or alters a written instrument which 
is or purports to be, or which is calculated to become or to represent if completed: 
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A deed, will, codicil, contract, assignment, commercial instrument, credit card, 
or other instrument which does or may evidence, create, transfer, terminate 
or otherwise affect a legal right, interest, obligation or status; or 

A public record, or an instrument filed or required or authorized by law to be 
filed in or with a public office or public servant; or 

A written instrument officially issued or created by a public office, public 
servant or governmental instrumentality; or 

Part of an issue of tokens, public transportation transfers, certificates or other 
articles manufactured and designed for use as symbols of value usable in place 
of money for the purchase of property or services; or 
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